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ដដីម្ចូីលរមួជាមួយរាជរដ្ឋា ភិបាលកម្ពុជា កនាពុងការបបយពុទ្ធបបឆ្ងំជំងឺកូវដី១៩ ថ្នា ក់ដឹកនា ំនិងសមាជិករបស់ 
សហព័ន្ធបសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា បានបរចិ្ចា គ្វកិាចំនួន២០,១១៣.២០ដពុល្លា រ កនាពុងបបតិបត្ិការបបយពុទ្ធបបឆ្ងំនឹង 
ជំងឺកូវដី១៩ ដៅកម្ពុជា។

កនាពុង្វកិាបបមាណ២មពុឺនដពុល្លា រដនះ មាន្វកិាចំនួន២៧៤០.២០ដពុល្លា រ បានពីបចចា័យចូលរមួបពុណ្យសពម្ាយ 
របស់ដល្កឧកញ៉ា  សពុង សារ ៉ាន បបធានសហព័ន្ធបសរូវអង្ករកម្ពុជា ខដលបានទទួលអនិចចាកមមែ ដដ្យសារ 
ជំងឺកូវដី១៩ កាលពីថ្ងៃទី២២ ខ្មីនា ឆ្នា ២ំ០២០ ដៅសហរដឋាអាដមរកិ។
អានប ន្ (Read more) 

ថ្្ក់ដរឹកនា ំនិ្សមាជិកសហព័ន្ធសសរូវអ្្ករ 
កម្នុជា ចូលរមួវិភាគទានេរឹកសប្ក់២មនុឺន 
ដនុល្លា រ សសមាប់សបយនុេ្ធ សបឆា ំ្  នរឹ្ជំ្ឺកវូីដ១៩
របសរ់ាជរដ្ឋា ភិប្ល 
CRF contributes $200000 USD to government for 
fight against COVID-19 in Cambodia

អ្កងវចខ្ចប់អ្្ករនិយាយថ្ តមមលាអ្្ករនរឹ្បនតាងកើនង�ើ្ រាប់ខខងៅមនុខងេៀត 
(Rice packers: Prices to climb for months)

The worst is yet to come for consumers, as rice packers warn that pack-
aged rice prices are likely to increase further after domestic rice prices rose 
by 20-30% since the start of the year, mostly due to drought and a sharp 
rise in demand in light of the pandemic. 

Somkiat Makayatorn, honorary president of Thai Rice Packers Association, 
said the price of milled rice in the country, which is used as a raw material 
in packaged rice production, has risen to 15 baht per kilogramme from 
12.50 baht in early January.  (Read more)

ពីបញ្ហា វីរ នុសករូ ៉ណូា៖ សបងេសឥណាឌា មានសតានុកអាហារសរាប់ធញ្ញជាតិសគប់
សរាន់សសមាប់ផ្គត់ផ្គ្់ដលស់បជាជនរបសខ់លាួនអសរ់យៈងពលជា្ ១ ឆ្ា ំ
(Coronavirus Alert: India Has Enough Food Grain Stock to 
Supply to Its Citizens for More than 1 Year)

India has enough food grain stock to supply to its citizens for more than 
1 year. If the situation worsens in the coming weeks the government of 
India is ready to tackle the coronavirus spread. Current stock of rice 
equals to 30.97 million metric tons, wheat stands at 27.52 million metric 
tons and un-milled paddy stood at 28.70 million metric tons. 
(Read more)
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Grain Mart News: 24 March 2020

មីយ៉ាន់ម៉ា បនតានាងំចញអ្្ករងៅសបងេសចិន 
(Myanmar resumes rice exports to China)

Myanmar has resumed suspended rice exports to China at Muse 105th mile 
on Myanmar-China border, said U Than Oo, Secretary of Bayintnaung 
Brokerage Center. 

“Now Myanmar exports around 50,000 bags of rice to China a day via 
Muse,” he added. Due to the spread of coronavirus in Hubei of China on 7 
January, trade flows were suspended.  (Read more)

Eleven Myanmar: 23 March 2020

មីយ៉ា ន់មា៉ា  (Myanmar)

Bangkok Post : 23 March 2020

រ នុស្នុផី្អា កការនាងំចញផលតិផលសរាប់ធញ្ញជាតិ 
(Russia suspends exports of processed grains)

MOSCOW — Russia has suspended exports of processed grains such as ready-to-eat buckwheat, rice or oat 
flakes from March 20 for 10 days, a letter sent by the country’s agriculture safety watchdog to its regional offices 
showed on Monday.

Domestic demand for ready-to-eat grains, mainly buckwheat, has risen significantly in the country as Russians 
worried by the coronavirus epidemic have stockpiled staples.  (Read more)

រពុស ព្ុ ី(Russia)

National Post: 24 March 2020

សតានុកអ្្កររបសស់បងេសហ្លីពីីនស្តិក្ន្ុ ភាពងសរាោះថ្្ក់ងដ្យសារ 
សបងេសងវៀតណាមកាត់បន្យការនាងំចញ (Philippines rice 
inventory in peril as Vietnam reduces exports)

ហ្្លីីពីន (Philipines)
Phil Star : 27 March 2020

កវូីដ១៩៖ ម៉ាង�សនុសី តានុកអ្្ករេនុកសសមាប់២ខខកនលាោះ ងដ្យសារការ 
េប់សា្ក ត់ការនាអំ្្ករងចញពីងវៀតណាម 
( COVID-19: Malaysia has rice stocks for 2.5 months 
as Vietnam curbs exports)មា៉ា ដេសពុី (Malaysia)

Channel News Asia : 27 March 2020

ងវៀតណាមសតានុកអ្្ករេនុក ២៧០០០០ងោន សសមាប់ធានានូវ 
សនុវត្ិភាពចំណីអាហារ ខណៈងពលការរកីរាលដ្លមនជំ្ឺកវូីដ១៩

ដវៀតណ្ម (Vietnam)

National Post: 27 March 2020

ងវៀតណាមពិចារណាបនតាការនាងំចញអ្្ករ ខណៈងពលខដលបញ្ហា  
ជំ្ឺកវូីដ១៩ កំពនុ្ជោះឥេ្ធិពលដលក់ារសតានុកអ្្ករ

MANILA, Philippines — The Philippines is preparing for the 
worst after Vietnam, the country’s biggest source of rice imports, 
decided to cut down on its exports to secure enough supply for its 
own people.

Agriculture Secretary William Dar said the agency sought the 
approval of a P32-billion supplemental budget to ensure that the 
country will have adequate rice. (Read more)

MANILA, Philippines — The Philippines is preparing for the 
worst after Vietnam, the country’s biggest source of rice imports, 
decided to cut down on its exports to secure enough supply for its 
own people.

Agriculture Secretary William Dar said the agency sought the 
approval of a P32-billion supplemental budget to ensure that the 
country will have adequate rice. (Read more)

(Vietnam to stockpile 270,000 tonnes rice to ensure food 
security amid virus spread)

HANOI — Vietnam said it will stockpile 270,000 tonnes of rice, including 80,000 tonnes of unhusked rice, to 
ensure food availability amid coronavirus-driven supply chain disruptions worldwide. The first 190,000 tonnes of 
rice is to be warehoused by June 15, the Ministry of Finance said in a statement late on Thursday. “Food security 
must always be the first priority,” the statement said. The Vietnamese government said on Wednesday it would 
halt signing new rice export contracts until March 28 (Read more)

(Vietnam Considers Resuming Rice Shipments Amid Virus- 
driven Stockpiling)ដវៀតណ្ម (Vietnam)

VOA: 28 March 2020
Vietnam is now considering when it will resume exporting rice 
amid the coronavirus pandemic, after first saying Tuesday it was 
suspending the signing of any new rice contracts. The nation is the 
world’s third-largest rice exporter.

Authorities are reevaluating the situation because companies are 
saying there is plenty of rice in domestic storage, (Read more)
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លខិិតខ្លា្អំណរគនុណ (Thank You Letter)

តមមលាសសរូវ និ្តមមលាអ្្ករនាងំចញ 
(Paddy price and FOB price)
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សារអប់រអំំពី “ជំ្ឺកវូីដ១៩”
(Educational Message on COVID-19)
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